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German Pea Dot Camo
I’m going to paint a German “pea dot” camouflage pant using Vallejo’s Model Color acrylic paints. Add a small 
amount of Tamiya “flat base” (Ref. X-21) to each of the shades to achieve a totally matte finish.

I apply several coats of base color until the finish is 
completely uniform. I let each coat dry before applying 
the next.

With the base color I paint a few small spots inside the 
large light spots.

I start the camouflage pattern by drawing, with a sand 
color, the lighter spots. I use a good quality brush with 
the tip in good condition.

Now I draw the darker green spots. I place a few dots of 
this color inside the larger light spots.
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German Pea Dot Camo

Inside the darker big spots I draw smaller ones. I use the 
base color and sand color from the previous steps.

I draw a few small spots within the larger light green 
spots. I use the base colors, sand and dark green above.

Now I paint the spots light green.

I apply a general wash with very diluted chocolate brown. 
This helps us to integrate all the colors of the camouflage.
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German Pea Dot Camo

I apply several layers in the shadow areas using the same 
shade from the previous step.

With a very dark color I outline the inside of the seams.

In the light areas I recover, spot by spot, the original 
tones (base, sand, dark green and light green).

I outline, using a very light color, the areas of the seams 
most exposed to light.
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German Pea Dot Camo
Base

Light Green

Light Outline

Sand Color

STAINS

INFORMATION:

KIT: Original creation

SCALE: 1:32 (54mm)

PAINT: Vallejo 

BRUSH: Roubloff

BASE, WASH AND 
OUTLINES

General Wash

Dark Green

Shadow Outline

Add in every mix

50%50%

70.740

80%20%

70.872

30%70%

70.967  70%
70.845  30%

50%50%

70.835  50%
70.845  50%

50%50%

70.741

50%50%

70.740  70%
70.845  30%

50%50%

70.822  50%
70.950  50%
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